Abstract. We propose and study WCh-branes of M-theory and type IIA theory on backgrounds that are related by Hopf T-duality. The dynamics of these branes, with a reasonable degree of gauge symmetry, is reduced to that for particles that evolve somewhere along elastic worldlines. This constitutes an interesting holographic principle that allows us to determine moduli spaces of soliton solutions for WCh-brane dynamics. These solutions carry charges that are transferred to the partner particles and in most of the considered cases preserve some supersymmetry. In addition, we see that Hopf T-duality preserves these soliton moduli spaces.
Introduction
String theory, first introduced to find a unified description of the universe, is rich in possibilities, although (or perhaps therefore) it does not solve the unification problem. To bring string theory into contact with the world in which we live, one needs a compactification procedure. There are many inequivalent ways to perform such a compactification, but still there is no criterion to choose one among them as a preferred one. Furthermore, five different consistent superstring theories emerge in ten dimensions, which are all distinct in their perturbative spectra. The understanding of these problems has undergone a great improvement with the appareance of duality. String dualities are our means for relating all five different perturbative superstrings. It is tempting then to imagine that they are the expansion of a single and more powerful elevendimensional, non-perturbative, unified theory (known as M-theory that in addition contains D = 11 supergravity as a low-energy limit) around five different sets of perturbative variables.
In this paper, we consider four-dimensional M-theory on backgrounds of the form AdS 4 × M 7 , M 7 being a compact principal U(1)-bundle over, say B 6 . These configurations constitute the natural settings for applying Hopf duality in the sense of Duff, Lu and Pope [9, 10] and so for constructing the duality chains [M-theory on AdS 4 × M 7 ]−→[type IIA string on AdS 4 × B 6 ]. The M-theory compactifications considered in this paper are supersymmetric. They are also supersymmetric compactifications, after reduction, of the type IIA string theory but not of the supergravity theory.
The important ingredients to account for these (and other) dualities are (in general) those properties (encoded in the physics or in the geometry of the theory) which remain invariant along the duality chains. In particular, the AdS/CFT correspondence [12, 16, 25] has provided renewed interest in studying brane dynamics in these backgrounds and along these duality chains. The dynamics of a brane is encoded in an effective action that describes the fluctuations of the worldvolume with respect to the surrounding background.
We propose and investigate a new brane effective action. This measures the conformal total tension of the worldvolume described by the brane as it propagates. In differential geometry, it is known as the Willmore-Chen functional [7, 8] and it provides a variational problem which generalizes other well known problems working in a wide variety of physics and mathematics contexts (see the next section for references). From here on, we will use the term of WChbrane to name one associated with this action. In the next section we exhibit a reduction of the symmetry algorithm for WCh-branes in a general context, described by an associated bundle with homogeneous fibre, which obviously applies to our backgrounds. This method allows one to obtain WCh-branes by lifting particles that evolve along worldlines which are solutions for the dynamics of a certain elastic energy action (elasticae) in the base of the mentioned bundle. Now, all the information about the geometry and physics of those WCh-branes is available, in some sense, on these elasticae. This constitutes a kind of holographic principle. In section 3, we give explicit examples of WCh-branes in different backgrounds for M-theory and type IIA theory, this is done by investigating elasticae with constant curvature (in particular helices) in either, the round sphere, the anti-de Sitter space or the complex projective plane. The WCh-branes so obtained can be interpreted as solitons of corresponding supergravity theories which carry charges that are transferred to the partner particles and so determined from the elastic moduli by virtue of the above-mentioned holographic property. They also have a reasonable and natural degree of symmetry, have constant tension (being also solutions of the area-volume isoperimetric problem) and in most of the considered cases preserve some supersymmetry. Then, we completely determine the moduli spaces of these soliton solutions for WCh-brane dynamics and prove that they are preserved by Hopf T-duality.
WCh-brane dynamics
We begin with a generic formulation of a functional that defines a new brane effective action in suitable backgrounds. Let N be the space of immersions of an n-dimensional, smooth manifold N in a Riemannian manifold (L, ds 2 =<, >). The Willmore-Chen functional, W : N → R, is given by [8] 
where H is the mean curvature vector field of ϕ, dv denotes the volume element of the induced metric ϕ * (ds 2 ) and τ e stands for the extrinsic scalar curvature of ϕ ∈ N which measures the difference between the scalar curvature of N and a part of the scalar curvature of (L, ds 2 ) along ϕ. This action is invariant under conformal transformations of the ambient space [7] and so is also known as the conformal total tension functional. Therefore, the associated variational problem is actually stated in (L, [ds 2 ]) (here [ds 2 ] denotes the conformal structure defined by ds 2 ). This functional generalizes many of the actions which have been studied in connection with many questions, in a wide variety of frameworks, such as the Willmore functional [23] , the Canham-Helfrich bending energy of fluid membranes and lipid vesicles [5, 13] , the Polyakov extrinsic action in the bosonic string theory [19] , etc. It could even be considered to be similar to other actions governing the effective worldvolume theories (see, for example, [1, 21] and references therein). The critical points of W are known in differential geometry as WillmoreChen submanifolds. Since W can be regarded as an effective brane action formally defined in the conformal string theory on (L, [ds 2 ]), then n-dimensional Willmore-Chen submanifolds play the part of p-branes (with p = n − 1) in this string theory, so we will refer to them as WCh-branes. Roughly speaking, given a conformal universe (L, [ds 2 ]) and a group G of conformal transformations, we are interested in those configurations which preserve the a priori stated G-symmetry, and which support the smallest global tension possible from the surrounding universe. Consequently, they must be WCh-branes. Moreover, we wish to obtain configurations solving the area-volume isoperimetric problem which then leads to constancy for the tension of the WCh-branes.
Next, we will present a general algorithm for breaking symmetry which will apply in particular to the WCh-dynamics. The generic setting where we reduce symmetry can be described as follows. Let G be a compact Lie group, p : P → M a principal G-bundle and F any manifold with dimension d on which G acts. Let : Q → M be the associated bundle with fibre F (i.e. Q = P × G F ). Given a Riemannian metric g on M, a G-invariant Riemannian metric dσ 2 on F and a gauge potential ω on P , there exists one and only one Riemannian metricḡ on Q such that :
) is a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibres isometric to (F, dσ 2 ) and with horizontal distribution associated with ω [22] . In particular, if F = G, i.e. the associated bundle coincides with the starting principal G-bundle, then the above metric of Vilms is nothing but a Kaluza-Klein metric (also known as a bundle-like metric) and is obtained by the so-called inverse mechanism as
, with obvious meaning.
For any curve γ in M we have its complete lift N γ = −1 (γ ) in Q, which is embedded if and only if the curve is free of self-intersections in M, and the problem is
To solve this problem we should observe the following main steps
The action of G on Q is made up through isometries of (Q,ḡ), and
2 ) is a G-homogeneous space, then the converse of the above fact is also true. Namely, given a
Consequently the submanifold N G of N , consisting of those immersions which are G-invariant can be identified with
γ is a closed curve in M} for a convenient choice of N .
2. Now, we use a formulation of the principle of symmetric criticality due to Palais [17] . This allows us to characterize WCh-branes, N γ = −1 (γ ), by taking variations in the above-mentioned submanifold of symmetric points in N . In other words, to obtain WChbranes in (Q, [ḡ]) which do not break the natural G-symmetry of the problem, we only need to look for field equation solutions of W/N G and then to proceed in due course. To calculate W( −1 (γ )), we follow a direct computation which involves several known facts from the theory of Riemannian submersions.
First, we can compute the terms appearing in the Willmore-Chen action to be
where κ is the curvature function of γ in (M, g), is the pullback of the field strength,r and r stand for the Ricci curvatures of (Q,ḡ) and (M, g), respectively, andX denotes the horizontal lift of the unit tangent vector field X = γ .
Then we have
It is clear thatr(X,X) is constant along the fibres and so there exists a smooth function, say ν, defined on the unit tangent bundle of (M, g) such that ν(X) • =| X | 2 . This leads us to define the following elastic energy functional, with potential ν, acting on closed curves in (M, g),
then we obtain
We have, therefore, reduced the above-stated variational problem to another one for curves in (M, g), namely
the worldvolume of a WChd-brane in (Q, [ḡ]), if and only if γ is a critical point of the elastic energy functional, F, acting on closed curves in (M, g).
Some remarks relating to the result stated above should be pointed out:
1. This result gives an interesting characterization for WCh-branes by means of a reduction of variables process; however, it does not prove the existence of WCh-branes. 2. These WCh-branes, if they exist, correspond to extended dynamical objects emerging when fibres F propagate in Q along the horizontal liftings of curves in M which solve the field equations associated with an elastic energy action. 3. When such a brane evolves in Q to generate a worldvolume, then it moves without changing shape, only position. Therefore, it provides a congruence solution of the field equations whose energy travels as a localized packet. 4. These WCh-branes, if they exist, can be interpreted as solitons of the conformal supergravity theory (Q, [ḡ]). In this respect these soliton solutions have a particle-like behaviour. This strong relationship between solitons N γ = −1 (γ ) and particles γ constitutes a kind of holographic principle. 5. These solitons, if they exist, carry charges that interact with form gauge potentials. We can completely determine these charges when using the holographic criterion established above. For example, the charge density that a soliton carries can be computed to be a suitable multiple of the charge density which is carried by its partner particle. 6. Is is clear that, topologically, the worldvolume of these branes is completely determined from the worldline of the associated particle. For example, N γ = −1 (γ ) is always a tube constructed with the fibres and the horizontal liftings of γ . It is generated when G acts on a horizontal lift of γ . In particular, its topology is that of S 1 × F when γ is closed (although horizontal liftings of γ are not closed in general because of the holonomy of the gauge potential), while it is I × F , I being some interval, otherwise. Also, N γ = −1 (γ ) is embedded in Q if and only if γ has no self-intersections in M.
Some applications
As a consequence of the above statements, it seems natural to investigate the existence of solitons and then to determine its moduli space. In this section we study this two-fold problem in type IIA theory and M-theory on diverse backgrounds. In addition, we are interested in those moduli spaces of solitons that evolve with constant tension. This is because these kind of branes would also give soliton solutions of the area-volume isoperimetric problem. Most of the important applications occur when the potential ν is constant. In this case we use generalized elasticae (with potentials ν and a = d+1 2 ) or simply elasticae to those particles that propagate in (M, g) along a worldline which is a solution of the field equations associated with the action F. Actually the term elastica (or elastic curve) is used when d = 1 [15] . A sufficient condition to guarantee the constancy of ν is obtained when we assume that both (M, g) and (Q,ḡ) are Einsteinian, in this case ω is a Yang-Mills potential and we will talk about Einstein-Riemannian submersions. Let λ andλ be the corresponding cosmological constants, then [4] 
(λ −λ). However this sufficient condition is not necessary. In fact, we consider an Einstein-Riemannian submersion : (Q,ḡ) → (M, g) with totally geodesic fibres isometric to (F, dσ 2 ) so we get a constant potential ν. Now, we deform the metricḡ of Q by changing the relative scales of the base and the fibre (the squashing method). That is, for any positive real number t, we considerḡ t to be the unique Riemannian metric on Q which makes : (Q,ḡ t ) → (M, g) a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibres isometric to (F, t.dσ
2 ) and horizontal distribution defined via ω. In this way we get a one-parameter family of Riemannian submersions withḡ 1 =ḡ which constitutes the so called canonical variation of the starting Riemannian submersion. Since we are assuming thatḡ is Einsteinian, then there is at most one more Einstein metric in {ḡ t : t > 0} (see [4] for details). On the other hand, if ν t denotes the potential associated withḡ t , it is not difficult to see that ν t = t.ν and so this is constant for any t. It should also be noticed that the potential ν vanishes identically if the connection ω is flat and in this case the strength field vanishes identically [3] .
WCh-branes associated with particles that propagate along helices in AdS
The role of anti-de Sitter (AdS) geometry in high-energy physics has increased due in part to both the Maldacena conjecture and the holographic hypothesis [16, 25] . The group manifold case AdS 3 is of special interest in many respects (see for instance [20] ). We now study another interesting property that emanates from the geometry of AdS which also corroborates the importance of AdS 3 . In fact, we go on to classify all the elastic particles that propagate with constant curvature in AdS, for arbitrary dimension. To do this, one first uses a standard argument, which involves several integrations by parts, to compute the field equations associated with the elastic energy functional F. An early consequence obtained from these equations, is that any elastic particle in AdS must propagate fully in some AdS 3 totally geodesic in AdS. We can also read from these equations that worldline solutions with constant curvature κ in AdS 3 also have constant torsion δ and so they are helices in AdS 3 . This is a good reason for studying the geometry of helices in AdS 3 . The strategy is as follows:
1. The main machinery for studying helices in AdS 3 is provided by the Hopf mappings.
On AdS 3 , one can define two Hopf maps. The first one, p 1 : AdS 3 → H 2 , goes to the hyperbolic plane. It becames a semi-Riemannian submersion, with timelike geodesic fibres isometric to the unit circle, when one chooses on AdS 3 
Every Lorentzian Hopf tube over a constant curvature curve possesses transverse foliations by worldline solutions of the F r field equations on AdS 3 . In particular, for any non-zero rational number there exists a Lorentzian Hopf torus which is doubly foliated by closed worldline solutions.
Any of the above-mentioned foliations can also be regarded as congruence soliton solutions of a generalized LIE (localized induction equation also known as the Betchov-Da Rios equation) on AdS 3 . In particular, if r = 2, then in a Euclidean approach, we obtain soliton solutions of the filament equation [14] .
Notice that the classes of elastic particles that we have obtained constitute the whole moduli space of particles, in any AdS, that propagate along worldline solutions, with constant curvature, of the F r -dynamics. Therefore, up to twofold transversality, we can parametrize this space with two moduli, the curvature ρ of the curve β in either H 2 or AdS 2 , and the slope θ in p −1 i (β), i = 1 or 2. From here on, we will denote this moduli space by r . This characterization of r is important not only in itself but also because it can be applied to the determination of some moduli spaces of soliton solutions of the WCh-brane dynamics in a wide class of backgrounds. To prove this claim, let (M, g) be a compact G-homogeneous space and f be any positive smooth function on M. In AdS × M, we consider the conformal structure associated with f 2 g 0 + g, where g 0 denotes the usual anti-de Sitter metric. Given a curve γ in AdS, we can evolve the transverse space M through γ to generate the tube T γ = γ × M. Now we can ask the question: when is T γ a soliton solution of WCh-brane dynamics on [f 2 g 0 + g]? To solve this problem, we use a similar argument to that used in the last section. We first observe that {T γ = γ × M : γ is a curve in AdS} can be identified with the space of G-invariant configurations which have dimension r = 1 + dim M. Then, we compute the the case M 321 , the space admits two Killing spinors. Therefore, we apply the algorithm to get that {T γ = γ × M 321 : γ ∈ 8 } is the whole moduli space of soliton solutions for WCh7-dynamics in conformal M-theory (AdS 4 
, that move with constant tension, SU (3) × SU (2) × U(1) gauge symmetry and N = 2 supersymmetry. These branes carry charges that can be transferred to the partner particles and so determined in 8 . Hopf T-duality, modulus natural symmetries in the usual flat surfaces of AdS 4 where partner particles lie, carries this moduli space to {T γ = γ ×CP 2 ×S 2 : γ ∈ 7 } which constitutes the soliton moduli space of WCh6-brane dynamics in the conformal type IIA string (AdS 4 
, which propagate with constant tension, SU (3)×SU (2) gauge symmetry and, moreover, N = 0 supersymmetry.
WCh-branes that propagate in the transverse space
In [2] , the author obtained the complete classification of generalized elasticae with constant curvature in a round n-sphere. We will briefly recall how this classification works. First of all, as a consequence of the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations we notice that these curves lie fully in either a totally geodesic 2-sphere or in a totally geodesic 3-sphere. In the former case, one can proves that each circle, say, for instance, in the radius one 2-sphere, can be realized as a generalized elastica for a convenient choice of the potentials. In the latter case, the curves must be helices in the 3-sphere. Then we exploit the nice geometry of helices in the 3-sphere (which in some sense is similar to that exposed for AdS 3 though with only one Hopf map) to obtain the moduli space, a,ν , of helices that are solutions of the elastic dynamics associated with the action F aν = (κ 2 + ν) a , in an arbitrary round n-sphere. As above, it is defined in terms of two moduli, the curvature ρ of the curve that determines the Hopf tube and the slope θ of the helix in this tube, the slope being measured with respect to fibres. The moduli subspace of particles that propagate along closed elastic helices is obtained when one quantizes the slope from a rationality constraint.
In that paper, the author also gave a method for constructing the whole moduli space of constant slant generalized elasticae, with potentials a = 2 and arbitrary ν, in the complex projective plane CP 2 endowed with its standard Kählerian structure. This method can be extended to any value of the potential a. The main points in this construction are:
1. Each generalized elastica with constant slant in CP 2 is a helix.
Every generalized elastic helix in CP
2 is the image, under the natural projection, of a one-parameter subgroup of SU (3) .
As a consequence, we can obtain the moduli space aν , up to congruences in CP 2 , of generalized elasticae with potentials a, ν and constant slant in CP 2 . This space of helices is parametrized by one modulus φ, which is defined in terms of the slant, though we will refer it as the slant. Now the moduli subspace of closed elasticae is obtained when we quantize the slant in terms of a rationality constraint.
: t > 0} be the canonical variation of the quaternion Hopf fibration, whereḡ =ḡ 1 and g are the round metrics of radii 2 and 1, respectively. The reduction of symmetry criterion established in section 2, can be applied to any stage of the one-parameter family of conformal structures, {[ḡ t ] : t > 0}, on the 7-sphere. We compute potentials to be a = 2 and ν = 2t. Then { −1 (γ ) : γ ∈ 2,2t } constitutes the moduli space of soliton solutions, for WCh3-brane dynamics in (S 7 , [ḡ t ]), that propagate with constant tension and SO(4) gauge symmetry. However, this family of metrics on S 7 , contains exactly two that are Einsteinian: those obtained for t = 1 (the round one) and t = 1 5 (the squashed one). These two metrics provide nice transverse spaces of M-theory. In this respect, { −1 (γ ) : γ ∈ 2,2 } gives the moduli space of soliton solutions, for WCh3-brane dynamics in conformal M-theory (AdS 4 
, that propagate with constant tension, SO(4) gauge symmetry and N = 4 supersymmetry. These branes carry charges that can be determined holographically in the moduli space 2,2 of particles with helicoidal worldlines in the 3-sphere. A moduli subspace of compact solitonic WCh3-branes can be obtained when we quantize the partner particles to have rational slope.
Example 5.
Over an oriented four-dimensional Riemannian manifold we consider the space of compatible complex structures; it has a natural almost complex structure, the so-called twistor space of Penrose. Furthermore, it can be regarded as the unit sphere bundle of the threedimensional real vector bundle of anti-self-dual 2-forms on that manifold. In the case of the 4-sphere, it can be identified with CP 3 , the three-dimensional complex projective space. The soliton moduli spaces obtained above correspond mutually in this relationship up to rotations in the associated Hopf tubes in the 3-sphere. Duality has untwisted WCh3-branes in M-theory into WCh2-branes in type IIA string theory, and it could show that only R-R charges are carried [10] The Penrose twistor space of the complex projective plane can be identified with the flag manifold 
Conclusions
We have proposed and investigated a new brane effective action. This is essentially the Willmore-Chen action which is invariant under conformal changes in the surrounding geometry [8] . We have studied the corresponding WCh-branes in an ample class of backgrounds working in M-theory and string theories. We have given a method for constructing those WCh-branes with a reasonable natural degree of preserved symmetry. These branes are soliton solutions of the WCh-brane dynamics. The method can be regarded holographically so many of the properties of such a brane are reflected or transferred to a partner particle that propagate somewhere in the background. In particular, we have explicitly determined the moduli spaces of these soliton solutions of WCh-brane dynamics. The solitons so obtained carry charges that can be holographically determined when transferred to the partner particles, only on the moduli space of elastic worldlines. It has been proved that Hopf T-duality [9, 10] preserves these soliton moduli spaces. Furthermore, in most of the considered cases, a part of the supersymmetry is preserved too.
